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A B S T R A C T

An optimised, multi-chamber, micro-perforated panel absorber (MC-MPPA) with micro-perforated
adjoining panels is presented in this paper. An MPPA is a clean and efficient noise absorber
with a simple structure making it an increasingly popular choice over porous material-based
solutions. For the basic configuration, the bandwidth is typically limited by the perforation size
and the frequency range by the backing cavity depth. In order to improve these parameters,
innovative variations of the MPPA have been proposed in the literature, but the development
of a solution which delivers both a broadband frequency response at low frequencies, with
a shallow cavity has yet to appear. This paper proposes such a technological breakthrough
by employing a graph-theory-based method to the MPPA problem. By using the two-point
impedance method (TpIM) based on graph theory, a model for multi-chamber MPPAs which are
coupled with each other in two dimensions through perforated side panels can be developed,
an onerous task for standard equivalent circuit analysis due to the generation of non-planar
circuits. The resulting model lends itself to optimisation and thus allows the differing geometric
parameters of a tessellated network of chambers to be combined to maximise the sound
absorption in a frequency range for a particular depth. An overall absorption coefficient of
0.83 can be achieved experimentally in the frequency range of 660 Hz to 2 kHz with an MC-
MPPA of only 22 mm thick. In addition, when the air cavity depth is slightly increased to
50 mm, an overall absorption coefficient of greater than 0.82 can be achieved in the 281 Hz
to 1 kHz frequency range. Experimentally, an absorption coefficient of approximately 0.82 is
achieved at 340 Hz at an air cavity depth of 50 mm, which is a depth-to-wavelength ratio
of 20, making the MC-MPPA a deeply subwavelength absorber. Results have been verified
theoretically, numerically and experimentally.

. Introduction

A micro-perforated panel absorber (MPPA) is a simple and highly versatile acoustic absorber [1–13]. Building on the theories
f Rayleigh [14] and Crandall [15], Maa [1–3] first proposed a general theory and design of the MPPA as a useful noise absorbing
echnology in 1975. The sound absorption process is mainly due to viscous losses in an array of sub-millimetre holes [3,16]. The
PPA is more simple in structure compared to porous material-based metamaterials [17,18], and compared to membrane type

coustic metamaterials [19–22], they are more robust and less vulnerable to high temperatures. However, the sound absorption
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bandwidth of traditional micro-perforated panel structures is limited. Thus, effective low-frequency and broadband sound absorption
in a light, small form-factor micro-perforated panel structure is still a considerable challenge.

Extensive research has been conducted on MPPAs to improve their sound absorption properties. Multi-layer, or sandwich,
PPA structures have shown promise and have been explored repeatedly. Khosravani and Reinicke [23] proposed a three-layer
PPA design, which consists of a micro-perforated panel, a porous material layer and an air-back cavity. Their study employs

dvanced manufacturing techniques for processing micro-perforated panels and they examine the effect of the micro-perforated panel
erforation ratio, porous materials and the air-back cavity depth on the acoustic properties of an MPPA measured by impedance tube
xperiments. Min and Guo [24] proposed a novel MPPA design, in which arrays of sub-cavities of different depths are periodically
rranged in parallel behind a micro-perforated panel. This design achieves an average absorption coefficient of more than 0.5 and a
aximum absorption coefficient of 0.98 in the frequency range from 450 to 3500 Hz, but the maximum cavity depth is up to 100 mm.
ucciarelli et al. [25] proposed a multi-layer MPPA design, where multiple micro-perforated panel layers are arranged in parallel
nd separated by multiple air gaps. Both five-layer and six-layer MPPA designs theoretically and experimentally demonstrated over
0% sound absorption in the frequency range from 400 Hz to 2000 Hz. However, the entire thickness of these MPPA designs is
ver 110 mm (five-layer MPPA) and over 132 mm (six-layer MPPA), respectively. Wang and Li [26] proposed an MPPA design of
ybrid-arranged perforated panels with perforated partitions. Similar to Refs. [24,25], this design does improve the sound absorption
f the MPPA but requires a deep air back cavity. Kim and Yoon [27] presented a new configuration of a perforated panel and applied
porous separating partition to extend the bandwidth of sound absorption. Numerical simulation results showed that this design

uccessfully broadened the absorption bandwidth after optimisation. However, the addition of the porous material will undoubtedly
ncrease the absorber’s weight and as with all porous materials can absorb and hold water and dust. Carbajo et al. [28] proposed the
esign of an MPPA with micro-perforated partitions. This design achieved a broader bandwidth of sound absorption than traditional
ard wall partitioned MPPAs.

Recently, there has also been interest in changing the shape or material of the micro-perforated panel and in adding active
ontrol. Wang and Liu [29] investigated the sound absorption properties of an MPPA with a corrugated micro-perforated panel.
xperimental results showed that compared to an MPPA with a flat micro-perforated panel, the corrugated MPPA can significantly
ncrease the sound absorption capacity at dips in the absorption curve. Kong et al. [30] investigated the sound absorption properties
f an MPPA with a micro-perforated panel, made with a perforated polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) film. The advantage of this design
s that it can be more compact and the acoustic performance can be adjusted with a change in voltage. Liu et al. [5] proposed a
mart MPPA design by combining a flexible micro-perforated panel and a surface-bonded piezoelectric ceramic. This design improves
he sound absorption of the MPPA by enhancing the vibration of the panel through the coupling between the panels and the
urface-bonded piezoelectric ceramic. The addition of electronics to MPPAs, whilst potentially enhancing performance, inevitably
ncreases complexity and weight and sensitivity to environmental conditions. Ren et al. [31] proposed an MPPA design where local
esonators (LRs) were attached to a flexible micro-perforated panel. Numerical simulations show that the local resonance of flexible
icro-perforated panels can achieve a sound absorption improvement.

Maa [3] stated as early as 1998, that reducing the perforation diameter of the micro-perforated panel to below 0.1 mm would
llow the sound absorption limits of a single MPP to be achieved and thus widen its sound absorption bandwidth [32]. However,
here has been very little research conducted in reducing the perforation diameter physically due to limitations in perforation
rocessing technology. An exception in the literature is the work of Qian et al. [32] who employed MEMS (Micro-electromechanical
ystems) technology to create ultra-micro perforations down to 10s of microns and successfully confirmed a number of Maa
ypotheses related to sub 0.1 mm perforations [3].

With the development of acoustic metamaterials, accurate analysis of acoustic systems becomes more and more critical. The
quivalent circuit model (ECM) method [28,33] uses electrical circuits to characterise the operational parameters of an acoustic
ystem. The ECM usually uses 𝛥 − 𝑌 and 𝑌 − 𝛥 transforms to simplify the circuit to estimate acoustic impedance. However, as

the complexity of the acoustic system increases, the ECM becomes unmanageable. For this reason, Davis et al. [34] proposed a
graph-theory approach, which is essentially the two-point impedance theory proposed by Tzeng and Wu [35], but used instead to
estimate acoustic impedance. The sound absorption coefficient results obtained by this graph-theory-based approach were in good
agreement with those obtained by numerical simulations. This initial study provided evidence of the great potential of the two-point
impedance theory for complex acoustic analysis. In the current work, a two-point impedance method is developed and employed
to further the state-of-the-art in MPPA research.

The main objectives of the current study are as follows: (1) to introduce the novel acoustic sound absorber, viz., the multi-
chamber, micro-perforated panel absorber (MC-MPPA) with micro-perforated internal panels; (2) to establish a graph-theory-based
predictive analytical method, (TpIM), for optimising acoustic treatments; (3) to develop an optimised MC-MPPA with high amplitude,
low-frequency and broadband sound absorption; (4) to validate both the proposed predictive analytical method and optimised
MC-MPPA designs numerically and experimentally.

The remainder of this paper will be organised as follows: Section 2 describes the geometric design of the MC-MPPA; Section 3
introduces the methods used in the current study, including the traditional equivalent circuit model, the graph-theory-based method,
the finite element model and the experimental test-setup. Section 4 provides an initial validation of the newly proposed, graph-
theory-based predictive analytical method (TpIM) using data from the literature and finite element model (FEM). The TpIM at this
point has not been optimised. Section 5 describes the optimisation process, allowing characteristic geometric parameters of the
MC-MPPA to be varied to maximise the sound absorption in a frequency range for a particular depth. Section 6 completes the
validation of both the proposed predictive analytical method and optimised MC-MPPA designs numerically and experimentally.
2

Sections 7 and 8 present the discussions and conclusions of the current study, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representations of the MC-MPPAs examined. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

2. Multi-chamber MPPA design

In this section, a rectangular MPPA with multi-chambers (MC-MPPA) is proposed, which is a complex acoustic system consisting
of numerous micro-perforated panels (MPPs) and air cavities (ACs) (as shown in Fig. 1). This rectangular MPPA can be subdivided
into M×N chambers where M and N are the numbers of chambers in the 𝑥-direction and 𝑦-direction, respectively.

Fig. 1 shows the geometric design of the (1 × 1), (1 × 2), (1 × 3), (2 × 2), (2 × 3) and (3 × 3) MC-MPPAs. One or more MPPs
seal the top surface, and the remaining external surfaces of the MPPA are rigid unperforated panels. This paper refers to the top
MPPs as MPP𝑡(1,1), MPP𝑡(2,1), ⋯, MPP𝑡(𝑀,𝑁), respectively. Each top MPP has an air-back cavity corresponding to it. These air cavities
are referred to as AC(1,1), AC(1,2), ⋯, AC(M,N), respectively. In the current study, each air cavity has the same depth, 𝐷.

Regardless of the number of chambers inside the MC-MPPA, the overall shape of the MC-MPPA is rectangular, allowing it to be
easily tessellated for practical industrial applications. The overall length and width of the absorber is set to be 𝐿 and 𝑊 respectively.
The height, 𝐻 , of the MPPA is obtained by adding the thickness of the top MPP 𝜏𝑡 to the maximum depth, 𝐷, of the AC.

Inside the MPPA, adjoining chambers are separated by internal side-wall MPPs. We need to label each internal MPP with a
number to facilitate their mathematical treatment in the optimisation process. However, since the identification of the internal MPP
is more complex compared to the top MPPs, it cannot be simply labelled as MPP𝑖(1,1), MPP𝑖(1,2), ⋯, MPP𝑖(𝑁−1,𝑀−1), etc. Instead, we
label internal MPPs as MPP , MPP , ⋯, MPP , respectively using a serpentine naming method.
3

𝑖(1) 𝑖(2) 𝑖((𝑀−1)𝑁+(𝑁−1)𝑀)
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Table 1
Constitutive parameters of the MC-MPPAs under study.

Location
of MPPs

Symbol
of MPPs

Panel
thickness

Perforation
diameter

Perforation
porosity

Perforation
number

Top surface of MC-MPPA

MPP𝑡(1,1)

𝜏𝑡

𝑑𝑡(1,1) 𝜑𝑡(1,1) 𝑛𝑡(1,1)
MPP𝑡(1,2) 𝑑𝑡(1,2) 𝜑𝑡(1,2) 𝑛𝑡(1,2)
MPP𝑡(1,3) 𝑑𝑡(1,3) 𝜑𝑡(1,3) 𝑛𝑡(1,3)
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
MPP𝑡(𝑀,𝑁) 𝑑𝑡(𝑀,𝑁) 𝜑𝑡(𝑀,𝑁) 𝑛𝑡(𝑀,𝑁)

Internal walls of MC-MPPA

MPP𝑖(1)

𝜏𝑖

𝑑𝑖(1) 𝜑𝑖(1) 𝑛𝑖(1)
MPP𝑖(2) 𝑑𝑖(2) 𝜑𝑖(2) 𝑛𝑖(2)
MPP𝑖(3) 𝑑𝑖(3) 𝜑𝑖(3) 𝑛𝑖(3)
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
MPP𝑖((𝑀−1)𝑁+(𝑁−1)𝑀) 𝑑𝑖((𝑀−1)𝑁+(𝑁−1)𝑀) 𝜑𝑖((𝑀−1)𝑁+(𝑁−1)𝑀) 𝑛𝑖((𝑀−1)𝑁+(𝑁−1)𝑀)

Table 1 presents the constitutive parameters of the MC-MPPA under study with the four controlling parameters for MPPs defined
s follows:

• panel thickness 𝜏;
• perforation diameter 𝑑;
• perforation porosity 𝜑 (ratio of micro-perforated area to total area).
• perforation number 𝑛

t is worth noting that in this study, all the top MPPs have the same panel thickness, 𝜏𝑡, as each other. Similarly, all the internal
MPPs have the same panel thickness 𝜏𝑖 as each other, the value of which may be the same or different to that of 𝜏𝑡. Allowing these
parameters to vary relative to each other would certainly increase the capacity for optimisation but would significantly increase the
complexity of manufacturing. In addition, if the top MPPs were to vary in thickness independently of the cavity depths the result
would be an uneven surface which would cause difficulty in applications with flow [36–38].

The acoustic impedance 𝑍mpp of each MPP can be calculated by Eq. (1). In this paper, COMSOL’s interior perforated thin panel
boundary condition to calculate the MPP impedance [19,34] is used. In a previous numerical study [19], this has been shown to
agree closely with fully resolved perforated holes in a COMSOL model.

𝑍mpp

𝜌0𝑐0
= −

(

i𝜔
𝑐0𝜑

𝜏 + 8𝑑𝛬(𝜑)∕3𝜋
𝑌𝑣

)

(1)

where i is the imaginary unit, 𝜌0 is the air density and 𝑐0 is the sound speed in air. The angular frequency is defined as 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓
where 𝑓 is the frequency in Hertz. The term 𝑌𝑣 is given by

𝑌𝑣 =
𝐽2

(

𝑘𝑣𝑑∕2
)

𝐽0
(

𝑘𝑣𝑑∕2
) , 𝑘𝑣 =

√

−
i𝜔𝜌0
𝜇

(2)

where 𝐽𝑛 is the 𝑛th order Bessel function and 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity of air.
The hole-to-hole interaction, if any, is determined by the Fok function, 𝛬(𝜑), which is expressed by

𝛬(𝜑) =
8
∑

𝑛=0
𝑎𝑛(

√

𝜑)𝑛 (3)

where the following first eight coefficients [19] are used in this study: 𝑎0 = 1, 𝑎1 = −1.4092, 𝑎2 = 0, 𝑎3 = 0.33818, 𝑎4 = 0, 𝑎5 = 0.06793,
6 = −0.02287, 𝑎7 = 0.063015 and 𝑎8 = −0.01614.

Regarding the air cavities within the MPPA, the acoustic impedance, 𝑍ac, of each AC can be calculated by Eq. (4).

𝑍ac = −i𝜌0𝑐0cot(𝜔𝐷
𝑐

) (4)

3. Methods

3.1. Equivalent circuit model (ECM) of an MC-MPPA

Analogies have been drawn between electronics and acoustics for many years which allow equivalent circuit models to be
developed and for analysis and simplification methods to be transferred between the domains. Fig. 2 shows ECMs of the (1 × 2)
and (1 × 3) chamber MC-MPPAs. The standard approach to obtain the impedance between the input and output terminals of these
planar circuits is to follow a series of steps to simplify the circuit using 𝛥 − 𝑌 transforms, for example.
4
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Fig. 2. MC-MPPA Equivalent circuit models.

As an illustration, the (1 × 2) chamber MPPA as seen in Fig. 2(a), can initially be simplified as

𝑍𝐴 =
𝑍24𝑍34

𝑍24 +𝑍34 +𝑍23

𝑍𝐵 =
𝑍24𝑍23

𝑍24 +𝑍34 +𝑍23

𝑍𝐶 =
𝑍34𝑍23

𝑍24 +𝑍34 +𝑍23

(5)

where 𝑍𝑖𝑗 in these equations is the acoustic impedance between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. For more detail of the steps taken in this and the
following simplification processes please refer to the work of Carbajo et al. [28] and McKay et al. [19]. Following this initial step,
the acoustic impedance between nodes 1 and 4 in Fig. 2 (a) can be calculated to be

𝑍14 =

(

𝑍12 +𝑍𝐵
) (

𝑍13 +𝑍𝐶
)

𝑍12 +𝑍13 +𝑍𝐵 +𝑍𝑐
+𝑍𝐴 (6)

Given this value, the specific impedance 𝑧14 is given by

𝑧14 = 𝑍14𝑆 (7)

where 𝑆 is the area of normal incidence of the sound wave.
The reflection coefficient 𝑅, which is a function of the impedance, is given by the expression

𝑅 =
𝑧14 − 𝜌0𝑐0
𝑧14 + 𝜌0𝑐0

(8)

and from this the normal incidence sound absorption coefficient 𝛼 can be calculated according to

𝛼 = 1 − |𝑅|2 (9)

For the second example in Fig. 2, the (1 × 3) chamber MC-MPPA, the acoustic impedance between nodes 1 and 5 can be simplified
to be

𝑍15 =

(

𝑍14 +𝑍𝐶2
) (

𝑍𝐴 +𝑍𝐴1 +𝑍𝐵2
)

𝑍14 +𝑍𝐶2 +𝑍𝐴 +𝑍𝐴1 +𝑍𝐵2
+𝑍𝐴2 (10)

etails of the derivation of Eq. (10) can be found in Appendix A.

.2. Two-point impedance method (TpIM) applied to the MC-MPPA

Fig. 3 shows the MC-MPPAs from Fig. 1 represented schematically as bi-pyramid molecular structures where the yellow branches
epresent the acoustic impedances of the top MPPs, the red branches represent the acoustic impedances of internal MPPs and the
reen branches represent the acoustic impedances of the air cavities themselves.

The two-point impedance method can be used to determine the impedance between any two nodes in a complex impedance
etwork [35,39] whether the circuit is planar or not. Whilst the ECM methods in Section 3.1 are possible to apply to simple circuits,
5
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Fig. 3. MC-MPPA molecular structures. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

they become unmanageable for more complex non-planar circuits required by the higher order MC-MPPAs, some of which are
illustrated in Figs. 3(d), (e) and (f).

Initially, the TpIM method was used in electrical engineering to analyse complex circuits. In the paper of Davis et al. [34], it
was applied to determine the acoustic impedance between any two nodes of a complex acoustic system. In this paper, the two-point
impedance method is presented to estimate the acoustic impedance of the multi-chamber MPPA complex acoustic system without the
requirement of equivalent circuit simplification. The great advantage of the TpIM is that being matrix based, it makes the acoustic
6
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Table 2
Details of FEM parameters settings.
Name Value

Temperature 293.15 K
Air density 1.204 kg m−3

Speed of sound 343.1 m s−1

Air dynamic viscosity 1.825 × 10−5 kg (m s)−1

Tube length 0.2 m

system intuitive. The TpIM is able to accurately estimate the impedance between any two nodes, regardless of the dimensionality
of the circuit.

Based on this molecular structure, the following Laplace matrix 𝐋 can be constructed:

𝐋 =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

𝑦11 −𝑦12 … −𝑦1
−𝑦21 𝑦22 … −𝑦2
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

−𝑦 1 −𝑦 2 … 𝑦

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

(11)

here  = (M × N) + 2 is the number of nodes, 𝑦𝑖𝑗 is the admittance between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗, and 𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝑦𝑗𝑖 = 1∕𝑍𝑖𝑗 (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗), with 𝑍𝑖𝑗
eing the acoustic impedance between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗.

The diagonal elements of the Laplace matrix 𝐋 can be given by

𝑦𝑖𝑖 ≡

∑

𝑗=1
𝑦𝑖𝑗 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 (12)

se of the Laplace matrix, 𝐋, allows us to form the Hermitian matrix 𝐋†𝐋, which can be diagonalised and where † denotes the
ermitian conjugate. In order to calculate the impedance of the network represented by the Laplace matrix, the following eigenvalue
quation must be solved:

𝐋†𝐋𝜓𝛽 = 𝜂𝛽𝜓𝛽 , 𝜂𝛽 ⩾ 0, 𝛽 = 1, 2,… , (13)

here 𝜂𝛽 and 𝜓𝛽 are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 𝐋†𝐋 respectively. Then there exist eigenvalues of 𝐋, which can be given
y

𝜆𝛽 = 𝜓†
𝛽𝐋𝜓𝛽 (14)

inally, the acoustic impedance between any two nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 in the network is given by

𝑍𝑖𝑗 =

∑

𝛽=2

1
𝜆𝛽

(

𝜓𝛽 (𝑖) − 𝜓𝛽 (𝑗)
)2 (15)

Given this value, the specific impedance 𝑧𝑖𝑗 can be calculated from Eq. (7) and the normal incidence sound absorption coefficient,
𝛼, can be calculated from Eqs. (8) and (9).

Further detail and illustrations of how the TpIM can be used to simplify complex acoustic circuits can be found in Davis et al.
[34].

3.3. Finite element model (FEM)

Initially, the ECM method will be used to validate the TpIM but this can only be done for some simple circuits. In addition,
a finite element analysis using COMSOL Multiphysics 6.0. was conducted in order to validate both the TpIM and ECM results for
simple circuits and the TpIM for more complex circuits. Both of these latter methods, once developed, are quick to execute which is
to their benefit but they both depend on a lumped element assumption. As the objective of this research is to develop noise-absorbing
technologies which are thin and for them to be efficient at low frequencies, this assumption should not be violated but it is still
necessary to verify their accuracy. The complex and non-planar (2 × 3) MC-MPPA, as shown in Fig. 4, illustrates one of the test-set
ups and the boundary conditions. As is standard, an impedance tube style set-up was implemented numerically with a normally
incident plane wave pressure field being generated upstream of the test section. The pressure acoustics module was implemented
to model the air domain both upstream and in the air cavities. For the MPPs, COMSOL’s interior perforated thin panel boundary
condition, Eq. (1), was implemented. In previous work by McKay et al. [19] for a similar set-up, it was demonstrated that the IPP
boundary condition provides results as accurate as a fully resolved model of the holes themselves with much less computational
7

cost. The detail of the global parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 4. COMSOL Multiphysics FEM model of (2 × 3) MC-MPPA.

3.4. Experimental setup

A rectangular impedance tube, as shown in Fig. 5, with internal cross-sectional dimensions of 80 mm × 50 mm was used to
experimentally measure the normal acoustic incidence sound absorption coefficients of the MC-MPPAs. The experimental set-up is
in accordance with the ISO 10534-2:1998 Standard [40]. The plane wave cut-off frequency of this experimental rig is approximately
2100 Hz. Two 150 W BMS 4591 2" compression drivers are placed at one end of the tube to generate planar sound waves and test
samples are mounted to the other end. Due to the compression drivers’ reduced low-frequency response, the lower frequency limit
for sound absorption measurements using this experimental rig is 200 Hz, and thus, experimental results will be presented from
above this low-frequency limit. The microphones used in the measurements were G.R.A.S 40PH microphones. The 40PH has a flat
frequency response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, in excess of the frequency range of the acoustic drivers and the analysis conducted.

The MC-MPPAs were 3D printed. Technologies such as these are difficult and expensive to manufacture using traditional
fabrication techniques and it is due to the advances in 3D printing methods that such great strides have been possible in AMM
development [41–44]. The additive manufacturing 3D printer used in this work was an Elegoo Saturn S masked stereolithography
(mSLA) printer. Stereolithography is a form of additive manufacturing often used for fast prototyping, particularly when the
prototype involves small features, and thus, is very suitable for the small micro-perforations of the MC-MPPA. It uses a liquid
resin photopolymer that can be cured when exposed to UV light. The cured resin forms very thin solid layers which stack to form
the object. Stereolithography is often used in prototyping as it is able to achieve high levels of precision and accuracy. The Elegoo
Saturn S has a 9.1" LCD screen with a 48 μm xy resolution. It can print at layer heights from 0.01 mm up to 0.15 mm, and has a
𝑧-axis resolution of 1.25 μm.

In order to validate the performance experimentally of the MC-MPPA, it was compared to a single-layer of Basotect G+ (BASF,
Germany) of the same dimensions. Basotect G+ is a melamine resin foam with a high sound absorption capacity and is an industry-
standard [45]. The same impedance tube set-up was used to measure its absorption coefficient as a function of its thickness. Fig. 6
8
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Fig. 5. Experimental rig test set-up.

shows the test set-up. The block of Basotect G+ was placed in a solid holder with a thick aluminium backing. A rubber gasket was
placed between the holder and the aluminium impedance tube to ensure no air leakage.

4. Initial validation of the TpIM

In order to test the validity of the proposed TpIM approach, the sound absorption of the (1 × 2) and (1 × 3) MC-MPPAs from
10 Hz to 3000 Hz was examined using the three different methods (ECM, TpIM and FEM) described in Section 3. The geometrical
parameters of the perforated panels studied can be found in Table 3. In addition, a comparison is also made with the results of
Carbajo et al. [28] from the literature. WebPlotDigitizer [46] was used to obtain the data from the Carbajo reference.

Fig. 7(a) shows the results for the (1 × 2) MC-MPPA. The width and length were set to be 10 mm and the depth to be 20 mm
in order to agree with the dimensions of the Carbajo et al. [28] set-up. Fig. 7(b) shows the results for a (1 × 3) MC-MPPA. In order
9
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Fig. 6. Experimental impedance tube test set-up for benchmarking against Basotect G+ melamine resin foam.

to investigate the performance with larger dimensions, the width, length and depth were chosen to be 40 mm, 40 mm and 25 mm
respectively.

We see from both figures that the TpIM method produces the same results as the Kirchoff law-based ECM method, showing that
this method can be used as an alternative approach complete with its advantages. We also see in both sets of figures that both models
are validated by the finite element method of COMSOL. Finally, the results reproduced in this work for the (1 × 2) MC-MPPA agree
perfectly with those published in the literature by Carbajo et al. [28].

Comparing the two figures from the point of view of performance, we see that both provide a high absorption coefficient close
to unity with the frequency range of the deeper MC-MPPA decreasing, as would be expected, but with a narrower bandwidth.

5. Optimisation

The absorption coefficients of the MC-MPPAs in Fig. 7 are seen to be high for these relatively arbitrarily chosen parameters but
the frequency responses are quite narrow, and typically become more so with decreasing frequency range. One of the main objectives
10
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Table 3
Geometrical parameters of (1 × 2) and (1 × 3) MC-MPPAs as used in Section 4.
Type Element 𝜏 (mm) 𝑑 (mm) 𝜑 (%)

1 × 2 chambers
MPP𝑖(1,1) 2 1 1
MPP𝑡(2,1) 2 2 4

MPP𝑖(1) 1 0.1 1

1 × 3 chambers

MPP𝑡(1,1) 2 1 1
MPP𝑡(2,1) 2 1 1
MPP𝑡(3,1) 2 1 1

MPP𝑖(1) 1 0.1 0.8
MPP𝑖(2) 1 0.1 0.8

Fig. 7. Sound absorption coefficients.

of applying the TpIM to the MPPA technology is to provide an analytical model and with that model optimise the absorbers so that
they are as efficient as they can be for a fixed set of parameters.

In the work of McKay et al. [19], the performance of the membrane-based acoustic absorber, SeMSA, was quantified by the linear
averaging of the absorption coefficient spectrum in a defined frequency range to give an overall averaged absorption coefficient, �̄�.
However, this approach is really only suitable when the target noise spectrum to be absorbed is white. In this work, and in the work
of Davis et al. [34], arbitrary target spectra, for example, those produced by industrial fans or aeroengines, which might contain a
mixture of tones and broadband noise, are also of interest.
11
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Fig. 8. Targeted sound spectra.

Considering a target sound spectrum described by an auto-spectral density function 𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝜔), the sound power reduction that a
ound absorber with an absorption spectrum 𝛼(𝜔) would achieve in Decibels can be written as:

𝐶𝛼 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10(1 − 𝑐𝛼) (16)

here 𝑐𝛼 is the overall absorption coefficient weighted by the sound spectrum of the targeted noise source:

𝑐𝛼 =

(

∑𝜔2
𝜔1
𝛼(𝜔)𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝜔)

)

(

∑𝜔2
𝜔1
𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝜔)

) (17)

and where 𝜔1 = 2𝜋𝑓1 and 𝜔2 = 2𝜋𝑓2, with 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 being the lower and upper limits of the frequency range of interest. The
absorption coefficient, 𝛼(𝜔), is calculated from Eq. (9) using the TpIM.

In the current study, to examine the potential optimal performance of the MC-MPPA, two target sound sources, 𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝜔), are
defined. Fig. 8 shows their sound spectra. For white noise, 𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝜔) ≡ 1, whereas the fan noise signal used here, simulated by Matlab,
contains a fundamental tone plus two harmonics: with peaks at 600 Hz, 1200 Hz and 1800 Hz respectively.

The sound power reduction factor, 𝐶𝛼 , provides a suitable cost function that can be minimised in an optimisation routine in
order to generate the parameter set for an optimal MC-MPPA. 𝐶𝛼 can be expressed as a function of the geometric parameter set
chosen for the optimisation algorithm.

An optimisation method based on Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) was used to minimise the cost function. SQP is a
classical iterative method for constrained nonlinear optimisation which applies to optimisation issues where the objective function
and the constraints are twice continuously divisible. For more detail about SQP, we refer the readers to Refs. [47,48].

Here, we use Matlab’s built-in fmincon SQP algorithm to complete the optimisation:

Minimise 𝐶𝛼 in Eq.(16)

subject to

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) ∈ [𝑑min 𝑑max], 𝑚 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,M; 𝑛 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,N
𝑑𝑖(𝑗) ∈ [𝑑min 𝑑max], 𝑗 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅, (M − 1)N + (N − 1)M
𝜑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) ∈ [𝜑min 𝜑max], 𝑚 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,M; 𝑛 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,N
𝜑𝑖(𝑗) ∈ [𝜑min 𝜑max], 𝑗 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅, (M − 1)N + (N − 1)M

(18)

Algorithm (18) does not apply to the basic (1 × 1) chamber MPPA which has no internal perforated sidewalls and so is treated
more simply as:

Minimise 𝐶𝛼 in Eq.(16)

subject to
{

𝑑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) ∈ [𝑑min 𝑑max], 𝑚 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,M; 𝑛 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,N
𝜑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) ∈ [𝜑min 𝜑max], 𝑚 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,M; 𝑛 = 1, 2, ⋅⋅,N

(19)

The parameter settings for the optimisation are listed in Table 4. The flowchart for optimisation is shown in Fig. 9. To ensure that
the optimisation results obtained are global rather than local, the following steps are taken:

Step 1 Input the absorber’s length 𝐿, width 𝑊 , air cavity depth 𝐷, top MPPs thickness 𝜏𝑡 and the internal sidewall MPPs thickness
𝜏 .
12
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Table 4
Parameter settings for optimisation. Two ranges of hole
diameters were examined.
Parameters Value

[𝑑min𝑑max] [0.05–0.3] mm, [0.3–1] mm
[𝜑min𝜑max] [0–20]%
[𝐷min𝐷max] [10–40] mm
[𝑓1𝑓2] [20–2000] Hz
[𝐿,𝑊 ] [50 mm, 40 mm]
[𝜏𝑡 , 𝜏𝑖] [2 mm, 1 mm]

Fig. 9. Flowchart for optimisation.

Step 2 Two different initialisations are performed.

– One set of initial values are: 𝑑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) =
(𝑑min+𝑑max)

4 , 𝑑𝑖(𝑚, 𝑛) =
(𝑑min+𝑑max)

4 , 𝜑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) =
(𝜑min+𝜑max)

4 , 𝜑𝑖(𝑚, 𝑛) =
(𝜑min+𝜑max)

4 .
– After one round of optimisation with these initial values, the optimised results are labelled 𝐶𝛼,1, (𝑑𝑡,1(𝑚, 𝑛), 𝑑𝑖,1(𝑚, 𝑛),
𝜑𝑡,1(𝑚, 𝑛) and 𝜑𝑖,1(𝑚, 𝑛)).

– The second set of initial values are: 𝑑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) = 3(𝑑min+𝑑max)
4 , 𝑑𝑖(𝑚, 𝑛) = 3(𝑑min+𝑑max)

4 , 𝜑𝑡(𝑚, 𝑛) = 3(𝜑min+𝜑max)
4 , 𝜑𝑖(𝑚, 𝑛) =

3(𝜑min+𝜑max) .
13
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– After one round of optimisation with this second set of initial values, the optimised results are labelled 𝐶𝛼,2, (𝑑𝑡,2(𝑚, 𝑛),
𝑑𝑖,2(𝑚, 𝑛), 𝜑𝑡,2(𝑚, 𝑛), 𝜑𝑖,2(𝑚, 𝑛)).

Step 3 Optimisation results for the two different initialisation are compared.

– If |𝐶𝛼,1 − 𝐶𝛼,2 ≤ 10−6|, we consider that the result is already a global optimal solution.
– If |𝐶𝛼,1 − 𝐶𝛼,2 > 10−6|, additional rounds of optimisation are required. Step 2 will be repeated, but the initialisation

parameters will be changed as follows:
– If 𝐶𝛼,1 ≥ 𝐶𝛼,2, one set of initial values will be changed to: ( 𝑑𝑡,1(𝑚,𝑛)4 , 𝑑𝑖,1(𝑚,𝑛)

4 , 𝜑𝑡,1(𝑚,𝑛)
4 , 𝜑𝑖,1(𝑚,𝑛)

4 ), the other set of initial
values will be changed to: ( 3𝑑𝑡,1(𝑚,𝑛)4 , 3𝑑𝑖,1(𝑚,𝑛)

4 , 3𝜑𝑡,1(𝑚,𝑛)
4 , 3𝜑𝑖,1(𝑚,𝑛)

4 ).
– If 𝐶𝛼,1 < 𝐶𝛼,2, one set of initial values will be changed to: ( 𝑑𝑡,2(𝑚,𝑛)4 , 𝑑𝑖,2(𝑚,𝑛)

4 , 𝜑𝑡,2(𝑚,𝑛)
4 , 𝜑𝑖,2(𝑚,𝑛)

4 ), the other set of initial
values will be changed to: ( 3𝑑𝑡,2(𝑚,𝑛)4 , 3𝑑𝑖,2(𝑚,𝑛)

4 , 3𝜑𝑡,2(𝑚,𝑛)
4 , 3𝜑𝑖,2(𝑚,𝑛)

4 ).

Step 4 As shown in Fig. 9, Steps 2 and 3 will be repeated over and over until the stopping criteria is met.

. Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the MC-MPPA, four test cases were examined:

• Case 1. Target spectrum: White noise; Perforation diameter range: [0.05–0.3] mm.
• Case 2. Target spectrum: White noise; Perforation diameter range: [0.3–1.0] mm.
• Case 3. Target spectrum: Fan noise; Perforation diameter range: [0.05–0.3] mm.
• Case 4. Target spectrum: Fan noise; Perforation diameter range: [0.3–1.0] mm.

As has been discussed already, we want to assess how well the multi-chamber MPPA will absorb sound, and also how well the
ptimisation algorithm will perform, depending on the type of noise source present. Therefore, both white noise and tonal noise
ave been examined.

Further, a 0.3 mm perforation is approximately the smallest hole than can be reliably 3D printed in large numbers by a desktop
D printer currently and is also about the size of the smallest drill bit that good workshops would be able to use in a CNC milling
achine with thin panels. Therefore, we have examined two hole size ranges, each of which are the hole size ranges used in

he optimisation routine. The [0.3 - 1] mm range is a manageable sub-millimetre range whether using 3D printing or traditional
abrication methods, whereas the [0.05–0.3] mm range examines towards the micron level with 0.05 mm (50 micron) being a
ommon lower level examined in numerical studies of MPPAs to be found in the literature.

The absorption coefficient as a function of frequency, where the frequency range is from 20 Hz to 2 kHz, is plotted for each of the
our cases in Figs. 10–13. To evaluate the impact of increasing the number of chambers in one and two dimensions and to compare
hem to the standard single chamber resonator, each of the six chamber configurations, as illustrated in Fig. 1, are examined.

Figs. 14–17 plot the overall absorption coefficients of Cases 1–4 and Basotect G+ in the frequency range from 200 Hz to 2000 Hz,
eighted by the sound spectrum of the target source from Eq. (17). As previously discussed, the optimised analytical frequency range

hosen for the MC-MPPAs was [20 2000] Hz. However, in Figs. 14–17 the [200 2000] Hz range is chosen to allow for comparison
ith the experimental results of the Basotech G+ benchmarking porous material. It should also be noted that the thickness of the
ir cavity of the MC-MPPAs is increased from 10 mm to 40 mm in 5 mm increments, and as the thickness of the MC-MPPAs’ top
PP is 2 mm, the overall thickness of the MC-MPPAs is actually increased from 12 mm to 42 mm in 5 mm increments.

The specific values of 𝑐𝛼 in the [200 2000] Hz frequency range, corresponding to Figs. 14–17 can be found in Appendix B.

.1. Numerical validation

A second series of numerical simulations were carried out to prove the validity of the two-point impedance method. After having
hown that the TpIM approach can provide equivalent results to the ECM method, now the optimised TpIM results are examined

and also for the full test set of chambers from Fig. 1. Case 1 is chosen for the numerical validation, where white noise is chosen as
the target spectrum and a very shallow depth of only 25 mm is examined to test the efficacy of the technology. Results are found
in Figs. 18.

6.2. Experimental validation

Two (3 × 3) MC-MPPA test samples, named Test sample 50 and Test sample 20 respectively, were fabricated using an mSLA
3D-printing process using 405 nm Photopolymer Resin (colour: grey):

(1) Test sample 50 (as shown in Fig. 19). Target spectrum: White noise; Perforation diameter range: [0.5–1.0] mm; Perforation
porosity range: [0-5] %; Working frequency range: [200 1000] Hz and air cavity depth: 50 mm.

(2) Test sample 20 (as shown in Fig. 20). Target spectrum: White noise; Perforation diameter range: [0.5–1.0] mm; Perforation
porosity range: [0-5] %; Working frequency range: [200 2000] Hz and air cavity depth: 20 mm.
14
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Fig. 10. Sound absorption coefficients for Case 1, air cavity depth range: [10 40] mm, frequency range: [20 2000] Hz, target spectrum: white noise and
erforation diameter range: [0.05 0.3] mm, 𝐿 = 50 mm, 𝑊 = 40 mm.

Figs. 19 and 20 show CAD images and photos of the two experimental samples. Two depths were chosen for these samples. 50 mm
(2’’) is a typical depth for an aeroengine acoustic liner in industry and 20 mm was chosen to test the abilities of this technology
at a very small depth. The porosity range was decreased in order to reduce the optimum number of holes to reasonable quantities
and, as with the Basotect analysis, the samples were optimised for frequencies above 200 Hz due to low-frequency limitations in
the test rig. The full set of geometric parameters of these test samples can be found in Appendix C.

The Dino-Lite Premier AD7013MT digital desk-top microscope was used to assess the printing accuracy of the 3D-printed holes.
Fig. 21 shows images taken by a microscope of four randomly selected 0.5 mm-diameter holes from test samples. Fig. 22 shows
images taken by a microscope of four randomly selected 0.9 mm-diameter holes from test samples. For these samples, the averages
for the diameters are 0.44 mm and 0.86 mm both of which are less than as designed. Kennedy et al. [49] discuss how deviations in
surface roughness and dimensional fidelity can have a comparable impact on the experimentally measured values of the absorption
15

coefficient. In further tests, it may be possible to calibrate the actual hole diameter printed to that designed.
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Fig. 11. Sound absorption coefficients for Case 2, air cavity depth range: [10 40] mm, frequency range: [20 2000] Hz, target spectrum: white noise and
erforation diameter range: [0.3 1.0] mm, 𝐿 = 50 mm, 𝑊 = 40 mm.

The experimentally measured sound absorption curves for Test sample 50 and Test sample 20, and for the identically sized
Basotect G+, are shown in Figs. 23 and 24.

7. Discussion

In order to understand the effects of the different parameters they are each examined in turn.

• The effect of optimisation
A general observation can be made initially by comparing the spectra in Fig. 7 to those in Figs. 10 and 11. The spectral shapes
for MPPAs as commonly seen in the literature are similar to those in Fig. 7, i.e. relatively narrowband with a bandwidth which
16

decreases with frequency. However, while different parameters and configurations have been examined by researchers with
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Fig. 12. Sound absorption coefficients for Case 3, air cavity depth range: [10 40] mm, frequency range: [20 2000] Hz, Target spectrum: fan noise and perforation
diameter range: [0.05 0.3] mm, 𝐿 = 50 mm, 𝑊 = 40 mm.

a view to improving the absorption at the maximum peak or the effective frequency range, for example, there has been little
optimisation conducted. It is clearly seen here that the capacity of the MPPA is significant once the parameters are optimised,
with very significant gains to be made in bandwidth and magnitude upon a judicious choice of parameters. This applies to both
the basic MPPA, as can be seen in Fig. 10(a), as well as to the MC-MPPA technology. Indeed, the application of optimisation to
even the basic MPPA, resulting in greater bandwidth, is in itself a significant outcome of this work. Referring to Appendix B,
we can see that the maximum overall absorption coefficient for the basic MPPA, for a thickness of 42 mm, is 0.79 in the
200 Hz - 2 kHz frequency range. In addition, at this same depth, all of the optimised MC-MPPAs have an absorption value
greater than this, up to a maximum value of 0.91 for Case 4, making the TpIM optimisation process an extremely effective
tool in absorber design.
17

• The effect of perforation size
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Fig. 13. Sound absorption coefficients for Case 4, air cavity depth range: [10 40] mm, frequency range: [20 2000] Hz, Target spectrum: fan noise and perforation
diameter range: [0.3 1] mm, 𝐿 = 50 mm, 𝑊 = 40 mm.

White Noise Source. When the target sound source is white noise, a comparison between Case 1 (as shown in Fig. 10) and
Case 2 (as shown in Fig. 11) as well as the values in Appendix B can be made to highlight the effect of pore diameter.
Focusing initially on the (1 × 1) basic MPPA, for the larger hole diameter range (Case 2), the bandwidth is larger compared
to that seen in Fig. 7, which has arbitrary values as opposed to optimised ones, and its maximum absorption coefficient is
close to unity. As is typical with increasing depth, the frequency of the peak decreases. In addition, it is interesting to note
that the overall absorption coefficient, 𝑐𝛼 , actually increases somewhat from 0.48 at 12 mm absorber thickness to 0.65 at
42 mm absorber thickness. The behaviour in Case 1 for the basic MPPA with the smaller hole diameter range is somewhat
different. With increasing depth, the magnitude tends towards unity and its bandwidth significantly increases in both frequency
directions with the 𝑐𝛼 values increasing from 0.48 for the 12 mm absorber thickness to 0.77 for the 42 mm absorber thickness.
The increase in bandwidth with decreasing pore size is in agreement with the theory of Maa [2].
18
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Fig. 14. Colourmap for Case 1 and Basotect G+ of overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 , overall thickness [12 42] mm, frequency range: [200 2000] Hz.
Numerical values can be found in Appendix B. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 15. Colourmap for Case 2 and Basotect G+ of overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 , overall thickness [12 42] mm, frequency range: [200 2000] Hz.
Numerical values can be found in Appendix B. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 16. Colourmap for Case 3 and Basotect G+ of overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 , overall thickness [12 42] mm, frequency range: [200 2000] Hz.
Numerical values can be found in Appendix B. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
19
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Fig. 17. Colourmap for Case 4 and Basotect G+ of overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 , overall thickness [12 42] mm, frequency range: [200 2000] Hz.
Numerical values can be found in Appendix B. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

For the MC-MPPAs, the main difference due to the pore size range is that, interestingly, the larger pore size range is
advantageous, as it allows the lower frequency tone to be attenuated.
For the MC-MPPAs, from observation of Case 2, we see that the absorption curves contain a number of perturbations in
magnitude as a function of frequency which seem to be related to the number of chambers. These perturbations, however,
seem to be damped by the smaller pore diameters of Case 1. The other key difference is that for the higher pore diameter
range, lower frequencies can be attenuated.
Fan Noise Source. When the target sound source is fan noise as opposed to white noise, a comparison between Case 3 (as
shown in Fig. 12) and Case 4 (as shown in Fig. 13), as well as the values in Appendix B, can be made to highlight the effect
of pore diameter.
For the (1 × 1) basic MPPA, the behaviour and values are almost unchanged between the white noise and fan noise cases
i.e. Fig. 12(a) vs Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 13(a) vs Fig. 11(a). This indicates that there is no scope for the optimisation algorithm to
target the attenuation of tones when the technology is the basic MPPA.
In contrast with the (1 × 1) basic MPPA, referring now to the multi-chamber MPPAs, the behaviour between the small and
large pore diameter range for the fan source is quite different. With increasing depth and chamber number, the smaller pore
diameter range MC-MPPAs are able to form 2–3 peaks, the higher frequency two performing excellently at matching the
frequency of the associated tones, whereas, the lower frequency peak in the absorption curve is unable to descend to the
fundamental frequency to mask it fully.
For the larger pore diameter range, however, all tones can be frequency matched successfully, the more so with increasing
depth and chamber number.

• The effect of multiple chambers
Referring to Appendix B, and paying attention to the numbers in bold, we see that the value of the overall absorption
coefficient, 𝑐𝛼 , increases in value with an increasing number of chambers with the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA generally performing
best with 𝑐𝛼 values of between 0.79 and 0.91 for the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA at 42 mm absorber thickness versus 0.65 and 0.79 for
the (1 × 1) basic MPPA.
Referring to the frequency plot of Fig. 11, we see that by increasing the number of chambers and the air cavity depth, the
response approaches a square wave with high amplitude absorption spreading over an increasingly broad frequency range.
Referring to the frequency plot of Fig. 13, we see that by increasing the number of chambers, the absorption response is ever
more capable of masking the tonal peaks in addition to filling the intervals with increasing air cavity depth.
Finally, by referring to Figs. 14–17, it is particularly stark how the MC-MPPAs perform better than the (1 × 1) basic MPPA with
regards to 𝑐𝛼 value for the larger pore diameter range, i.e. Figs. 15 and 17, whereas whilst the MC-MPPAs are also significantly
better than the (1 × 1) basic MPPA for the smaller pore diameter range, the improvement is not quite as great.

• Comparison with the benchmark porous material Basotect G+
Figs. 14–17 and Appendix B allow us to compare, in addition to the benchmark (1 × 1) basic MPPA, the performance of the
MC-MPPA with the industry standard Basotect G+. As expected, the performance of Basotect G+ improves with increasing
depth, but for any particular depth, its absorption coefficient is always significantly less than that of the MC-MPPA.
Comparing Basotect with the (1 × 1) basic MPPA, it generally performs worse, as the Basotect material does not lend itself
to optimisation using the TpIM routine. However, it is most likely that Basotect performs better than many unoptimised
examples of the basic (1 × 1) MPPA to be found in the literature. An exception to this observation with the current data
is that Basotect is better than the (1 × 1) MPPA for the deepest examples for the larger pore diameter range where the (1 × 1)
MPPA underperforms.
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Fig. 18. Analytical (TpIM) and numerical sound absorption coefficients. 𝐷 = 25 mm.

Again, as the Basotect material does not lend itself to optimisation using the TpIM routine, it cannot be optimised to attenuate
tones, and therefore when tones exist at low frequencies, the only approach with Basotect is to dramatically increase its depth.
This underscores the significant advantage of the optimised MC-MPPA over basic porous materials. Comparing the results for
the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA to Basotect in Fig. 17 is stark.

• Numerical Validation
Referring to Fig. 18, we see a comparison of the numerical results versus the analytical TpIM for the six configurations in
Fig. 1 for a white noise case. Overall the agreement is very satisfactory and is sufficiently close to allow us to state, in addition
to the comparisons made in Fig. 7, that the TpIM approach is validated for both the optimised conditions and for higher-order
chamber configurations. Allowing ourselves to inspect a bit more closely, we see that there is a slight deterioration with
increasing frequency in (1 × 3), (2 × 3) and (3 × 3) cases. It is not quite as straightforward to say that the disagreement is a
function of the number of chambers as the (3 × 3) case seems to be more accurate than the (1 × 3) case. As the depth of this
21
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Fig. 19. CAD and photo images of test sample 50 MC-MPPA.

test case is only 25 mm, the slight error is very unlikely to be attributable to a violation of the lumped element application but
perhaps the porosity of the holes is such that hole-to-hole spacing is not negligible at higher frequencies. Further investigation
will be conducted to try and understand the small discrepancy.

• Experimental Validation
Referring to Fig. 23, the absorption curve for the experimental results is nearly identical to those of the numerical results.
Comparing these results with the analytical results, there is a slight deviation above 700 Hz, which may be caused by a
violation of the lumped element approximation as the air cavity depth is 50 mm in this Test sample 50. However, the close
agreement of the experimental results to both the analytical and numerical results demonstrates the viability of the technology.
For Test sample 50, the overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 in the 200 Hz to 1000 Hz range for the analytical, numerical
and experimental analyses, are 0.8071, 0.7843 and 0.7720, respectively. When the frequency is greater than 281 Hz, which
is the frequency at which the absorption coefficient increases above 0.5, Test sample 50 performs particularly well (analytical
𝑐𝛼 : 0.8692 numerical 𝑐𝛼 : 0.8444 and experimental 𝑐𝛼 : 0.8225) the response of the MC-MPPA being essentially continuously
broadband. The identically-sized Basotech G+’s measured absorption coefficient, on the other hand, is only 0.6177 between
200 Hz and 2000 Hz and 0.6496 between 281 Hz and 2000 Hz.
Referring to Fig. 24, in the 200 Hz to 2000 Hz frequency range examined for the very thin Test Sample 20, the overall sound
absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 from the analytical, numerical and experimental analyses are 0.6746, 0.6686 and 0.6703, respectively.
When the frequency is greater than 660 Hz, Test sample 20 performs particularly well (analytical 𝑐𝛼 : 0.8586, numerical 𝑐𝛼 :
0.8428 and experimental 𝑐𝛼 : 0.8273). On the other hand, for the same thickness of the absorber, Basotech G+’s measured
absorption coefficient is only 0.4605 between 200 Hz and 2000 Hz and 0.5470 between 660 Hz and 2000 Hz. In addition,
there is a good agreement for this sample between all of the analytical, numerical and experimental results. As the sample is
so thin, there appears to be no issue with the lumped element assumption at the higher frequency end.
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Fig. 20. CAD and photo images of test sample 20 MC-MPPA.

• Comparison of the sound absorption properties of the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA with and without perforated internal panels.
An additional set of tests was performed to evaluate the benefit of the perforated internal walls. Figs. 25 and 26 show the
results of the comparison for both the white noise and fan noise cases for the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA which has the most internal
walls of the configurations examined. An initial observation is that when there are no perforations in the internal panels the
results are quite good. This clearly emphasises the fact that the optimised TpIM method is a powerful tool which can be used
to maximise the potential of such technologies. When internal panel perforations are included in the model and optimisation
routine, Fig. 25 shows that these perforations serve to broaden the response when white noise is the source. In addition, when
tonal noise is the source, the perforations allow additional peaks to be attenuated.

8. Conclusions

1. The TpIM approach allows MPPA absorbers to be modelled analytically and optimised
In this work, an alternative to the equivalent circuit model method based on electro-acoustic analogies is presented. This
alternative, based on graph theory, is called the Two-Point Impedance Method and has been transferred from the electronics
domain to the acoustics domain in this work and applied to the MPPA technology. This improved method allows single
(1 × 1) MPPAs, or a group of six (1 × 1) MPPAs (which is the case of the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA without internal perforations, to
be optimised, resulting in a broader band response than is typically found in the literature. In addition, MC-MPPAs have been
studied analytically. The development of the TpIM approach facilitates the examination of single chamber MPPAs tessellated
alongside one another and separated by perforated walls in two dimensions, which is unmanageable using the ECM method,
and allows for an optimisation of the system parameters, such as hole diameter and porosity, to be performed.
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Fig. 21. Microscope images of four randomly chosen 0.5 mm-diameter 3D-printed holes from test samples, where r represents the radius of the hole, A represents
the area of the hole, and C represents the perimeter of the hole.

The TpIM has been successfully validated against the ECM method, numerical results and results to be found in the literature
for (1 × 2) and (1 × 3) chambers and also against numerical results for (1 × 1), (1 × 2), (1 × 3), (2 × 2), (2 × 3) and (3 × 3)
MC-MPPAs. The TpIM has also been successfully validated against experimental data for the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA with white
noise source.

2. In addition to white noise, tonal noise can be attenuated with the MC-MPPA
In this paper, the capacity of the TpIM to be applied to target noise sources containing multiple tones, which is an important
scientific challenge, has also been successfully demonstrated. By increasing the number of chambers, the MC-MPPA is
increasingly able to attenuate additional tones, with, for the Case 4 example given in this paper, the majority of fan noise
being attenuated by the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA for air cavity depths greater than 20 mm.
In addition to the benefit arising from an increase in chambers allowing multiple tones to be more efficiently suppressed,
increasing the number of chambers improves absorption in general, with the value of the overall absorption coefficient, 𝑐𝛼 ,
being better than the (1 × 1) MPPA for almost all of the configurations examined with the greatest improvement being 0.91
(3 × 3) versus 0.67 (1 × 1) for an overall thickness of 42 mm for Case 4.

3. Pore diameter can have an effect on the sound absorption performance of an MPPA for different target sources and
different numbers of cavities.
The literature reports pore diameters to a micron level numerically, whereas there are still challenges to manufacturing such
small sizes practically. As a result of this, this research examines two principal pore size ranges: [0.05–0.3] mm and [0.3 - 1]
mm. In general, for a white noise source, a decrease in the pore size results in an increase in the absorption coefficient and
a broadening of the frequency range for the basic (1 × 1) MPPA, which is in agreement with Maa [1]. For the MC-MPPA, an
increase in pore diameter allows slightly lower frequencies to be attenuated and results in perturbations in the response. When
the noise source is tonal, there is no change in the response of the (1 × 1) MPPA, demonstrating that it is unable to target
tones. For the MC-MPPAs, an increase in pore diameter benefits the attenuation of tones. The interesting conclusion from this
study is that, for the MC-MPPA with both white noise and tonal noise sources, there is no need to manufacture micron-level
holes, as it appears that the perforated internal panels and the optimisation are sufficient to maximise performance.

4. Perforated internal panels allow tones to be absorbed and increase frequency bandwidth response.
The MC-MPPA is capable of attenuating specific acoustic tones whereas the (1 × 1) MPPA is not. In addition, for tessellated
MPPAs, perforated panels are more capable of attenuating tones than solid internal panels and they increase absorption
bandwidth. This offers new approaches for the attenuation of industrial fan noise, domestic appliances and aeroengines [50].
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Fig. 22. Microscope images of four randomly chosen 0.9 mm-diameter 3D-printed holes from test samples, where r represents the radius of the hole, A represents
the area of the hole, and C represents the perimeter of the hole.

Fig. 23. Test sample 50’s analytical (TpIM), numerical and experimental sound absorption coefficients. 𝐷 = 50 mm. Target spectrum: white noise; Perforation
porosity range: [0-5] %; frequency range: [200 1000] Hz. Basotect G+ result shown for comparison.

5. The MC-MPPA can provide broadband, low-frequency (below 1000 Hz), broadband noise attenuation
Effective low-frequency, broadband noise absorption is an intractable challenge. The optimised (3 × 3) MC-MPPA, for an air
cavity depth of as little as 50 mm, achieves an absorption coefficient of 0.77 between 200 Hz and 1000 Hz, or 0.83 between
281 Hz and 1000 Hz. This result has been achieved experimentally.
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Fig. 24. Test sample 20’s analytical (TpIM), numerical and experimental sound absorption coefficients. 𝐷 = 20 mm. Target spectrum: white noise; Perforation
porosity range: [0-5] %; frequency range: [200 2000] Hz. Basotect G+ result shown for comparison.

Fig. 25. Sound absorption coefficients of optimised (3 × 3) MC-MPPA with and without perforated internal panels, frequency range: [20 2000] Hz, target
spectrum: white noise, perforations diameter range: [0.5 1.0] mm and perforations porosity range: [0 5]%, 𝐿 = 50 mm, 𝑊 = 40 mm..

6. The MC-MPPA performs significantly better than benchmark alternatives.
The MC-MPPA significantly outperforms both the basic (1 × 1) MPPA and Basotect G+, which is an industry-standard
melamine resin foam. The MC-MPPA also performs better than a 2DOF MPPA (MPP1+air layer 1+MPP2+air layer 2) which
can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
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Fig. 26. Sound absorption coefficients of optimised (3 × 3) MC-MPPA with and without perforated internal panels, frequency range: [20 2000] Hz, target
spectrum: fan noise, perforations diameter range: [0.5 1.0] mm and perforations porosity range: [0 5]%, 𝐿 = 50 mm, 𝑊 = 40 mm.

7. The MC-MPPA is a deeply sub-wavelength broadband noise sound absorber.
Analytically, perfect attenuation at 600 Hz is achieved at a depth of 42 mm, which is a depth-to-wavelength ratio of 14.
Experimentally, an absorption coefficient of approximately 0.82 is achieved at 340 Hz at a depth of 52 mm, which is a
depth-to-wavelength ratio of 20.
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Table B.5
Overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 for Case 1, absorber thickness: [12 42] mm, air-back cavity depth: [10 40] mm, frequency
range: [200 2000] Hz (For the reader’s comparison, the maximum overall absorption coefficient is bolded for each air back cavity
depth).
Absorber
thickness (mm)

(1 × 1) (1 × 2) (1 × 3) (2 × 2) (2 × 3) (3 × 3) Basotect G+

12 0.4782 0.4862 0.4856 0.4850 0.4786 0.4787 0.2992
17 0.5675 0.5846 0.5845 0.5847 0.5845 0.5845 0.4003
22 0.6313 0.6523 0.6526 0.6531 0.6533 0.6533 0.4605
27 0.6797 0.6829 0.7032 0.7046 0.7047 0.7048 0.5371
32 0.7178 0.7212 0.7441 0.7420 0.7443 0.7448 0.6023
37 0.7485 0.7664 0.7760 0.7751 0.7768 0.7770 0.6515
42 0.7736 0.7858 0.7890 0.7904 0.7936 0.7936 0.6869

Table B.6
Overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 in Case 2, absorber thickness: [12 42] mm, air-back cavity depth: [10 40] mm, frequency
range: [200 2000] Hz (For the reader’s comparison, the maximum overall absorption coefficient is bolded for each air back
cavity depth).
Absorber
thickness (mm)

(1 × 1) (1 × 2) (1 × 3) (2 × 2) (2 × 3) (3 × 3) Basotect G+

12 0.4778 0.4778 0.4778 0.5242 0.4781 0.4778 0.2992
17 0.5558 0.5558 0.5558 0.5995 0.6168 0.6142 0.4003
22 0.6000 0.6000 0.6610 0.6590 0.6770 0.6772 0.4605
27 0.6254 0.7008 0.7004 0.7036 0.7291 0.7311 0.5371
32 0.6395 0.7340 0.7538 0.7555 0.7648 0.7690 0.6023
37 0.6462 0.7539 0.7787 0.7916 0.7929 0.7957 0.6515
42 0.6476 0.7555 0.7896 0.7628 0.8014 0.8022 0.6869

Appendix A. Equivalent circuits simplification of 1 × 3 chambers MPPA

Fig. 2(b) shows equivalent circuit models 1 × 3 chambers MPPA. The following is its simplified process.

𝑍𝐴 =
𝑍12𝑍13

𝑍12 +𝑍13 +𝑍23

𝑍𝐵 =
𝑍12𝑍23

𝑍12 +𝑍13 +𝑍23

𝑍𝐶 =
𝑍13𝑍23

𝑍12 +𝑍13 +𝑍23

(A.1)

𝑍𝐴1 =
(𝑍𝐵 +𝑍26)𝑍𝐶

(𝑍𝐵 +𝑍26) +𝑍𝐶 +𝑍36

𝑍𝐵1 =
𝑍𝐶𝑍36

(𝑍𝐵 +𝑍26) +𝑍𝐶 +𝑍36

𝑍𝐶1 =
(𝑍𝐵 +𝑍26)𝑍36

(𝑍𝐵 +𝑍26) +𝑍𝐶 +𝑍36

(A.2)

𝑍𝐴2 =
𝑍𝐶1𝑍46

(𝑍𝐵1 +𝑍34) +𝑍𝐶1 +𝑍46

𝑍𝐵2 =
𝑍𝐶1(𝑍𝐵1 +𝑍34)

(𝑍𝐵 +𝑍26) +𝑍𝐶 +𝑍36

𝑍𝐶2 =
(𝑍𝐵1 +𝑍34)𝑍46

(𝑍𝐵 +𝑍26) +𝑍𝐶 +𝑍36

(A.3)

In Fig. 2(b), the acoustic impedance between nodes 1 and 5 is given by

𝑍15 =

(
(

𝑍14 +𝑍𝐶2
) (

𝑍𝐴 +𝑍𝐴1 +𝑍𝐵2
)

𝑍14 +𝑍𝐶2 +𝑍𝐴 +𝑍𝐴1 +𝑍𝐵2
+𝑍𝐴2

)

(A.4)

and the specific impedance 𝑧15 is given by Eq. (7). Then normal incidence sound absorption coefficient 𝛼 is given by Eqs. (8) and
(9).

Appendix B. Overall sound absorption coefficient 𝒄𝜶 between 200 Hz to 2 kHz in the four cases in Section 6

See Tables B.5–B.8.
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Table B.7
Overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 in Case 3, absorber thickness: [12 42] mm, air-back cavity depth: [10 40] mm, frequency
range: [200 2000] Hz (For the reader’s comparison, the maximum overall absorption coefficient is bolded for each air back
cavity depth).
Absorber
thickness (mm)

(1 × 1) (1 × 2) (1 × 3) (2 × 2) (2 × 3) (3 × 3) Basotect G+

12 0.4646 0.4750 0.4788 0.4788 0.4787 0.4788 0.2857
17 0.5591 0.5611 0.5786 0.5771 0.5785 0.5786 0.3893
22 0.6277 0.6301 0.6464 0.6551 0.6463 0.6464 0.4431
27 0.6812 0.7016 0.7000 0.7182 0.7032 0.7182 0.5335
32 0.7242 0.7448 0.7687 0.7688 0.7694 0.7669 0.5898
37 0.7592 0.7806 0.7862 0.8106 0.8095 0.8110 0.6365
42 0.7878 0.8045 0.8338 0.8374 0.8280 0.8401 0.6942

Table B.8
Overall sound absorption coefficient 𝑐𝛼 in Case 4, absorber thickness: [12 42] mm, air-back cavity depth: [10 40] mm, frequency
range: [200 2000] Hz (For the reader’s comparison, the maximum overall absorption coefficient is bolded for each air back
cavity depth).
Absorber
thickness (mm)

(1 × 1) (1 × 2) (1 × 3) (2 × 2) (2 × 3) (3 × 3) Basotect G +

12 0.4646 0.4646 0.4646 0.5374 0.4660 0.6510 0.2857
17 0.5511 0.5511 0.5511 0.6054 0.7561 0.6055 0.3893
22 0.6008 0.6008 0.6008 0.6517 0.8169 0.8192 0.4431
27 0.6307 0.6307 0.6966 0.8405 0.8530 0.8538 0.5335
32 0.6501 0.7374 0.8708 0.8766 0.8778 0.8793 0.5898
37 0.6640 0.7643 0.8900 0.8807 0.9020 0.8991 0.6365
42 0.6741 0.8199 0.8930 0.8907 0.8986 0.9056 0.6942

Table C.9
Geometric parameters of the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA of test sample 50.

Perforation diameter (mm)

𝑑𝑡(1,1) 1.00 𝑑𝑡(1,2) 1.00 𝑑𝑡(1,3) 1.00 𝑑𝑡(2,1) 1.00 𝑑𝑡(2,2) 1.00
𝑑𝑡(2,3) 1.00 𝑑𝑡(3,1) 1.00 𝑑𝑡(3,2) 0 𝑑𝑡(3,3) 1.00

𝑑𝑖(1) 0.50 𝑑𝑖(2) 0.50 𝑑𝑖(3) 1.00 𝑑𝑖(4) 0.50 𝑑𝑖(5) 0
𝑑𝑖(6) 0 𝑑𝑖(7) 1.00 𝑑𝑖(8) 0 𝑑𝑖(9) 1.00 𝑑𝑖(10) 0.50
𝑑𝑖(11) 0.50 𝑑𝑖(12) 0.50

Perforation porosity (%)

𝜑𝑡(1,1) 0.75 𝜑𝑡(1,2) 4.54 𝜑𝑡(1,3) 4.56 𝜑𝑡(2,1) 4.13 𝜑𝑡(2,2) 3.97
𝜑𝑡(2,3) 0.45 𝜑𝑡(3,1) 0.46 𝜑𝑡(3,2) 0 𝜑𝑡(3,3) 0.43

𝜑𝑖(1) 0.37 𝜑𝑖(2) 1.56 𝜑𝑖(3) 5.00 𝜑𝑖(4) 5.00 𝜑𝑖(5) 0
𝜑𝑖(6) 0 𝜑𝑖(7) 5.00 𝜑𝑖(8) 0 𝜑𝑖(9) 0.55 𝜑𝑖(10) 1.93
𝜑𝑖(11) 0.07 𝜑𝑖(12) 0.28

(continued on next page)

Table C.9 (continued).
Perforation number

𝑛𝑡(1,1) 2 𝑛𝑡(1,2) 12 𝑛𝑡(1,3) 12 𝑛𝑡(2,1) 11 𝑛𝑡(2,2) 10
𝑛𝑡(2,3) 1 𝑛𝑡(3,1) 1 𝑛𝑡(3,2) 0 𝑛𝑡(3,3) 1

𝑛𝑖(1) 12 𝑛𝑖(2) 50 𝑛𝑖(3) 51 𝑛𝑖(4) 204 𝑛𝑖(5) 0
𝑛𝑖(6) 0 𝑛𝑖(7) 40 𝑛𝑖(8) 0 𝑛𝑖(9) 6 𝑛𝑖(10) 79
𝑛𝑖(11) 2 𝑛𝑖(12) 9

Other geometric parameters

𝐿 50 mm 𝑊 40 mm 𝐷 50 mm 𝜏𝑖 1 mm 𝜏𝑡 2 mm

Appendix C. Geometric parameters of test samples in the experimental validation

See Tables C.9 and C.10.
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Table C.10
Geometric parameters of the (3 × 3) MC-MPPA of test sample 20.
Perforation diameter (mm)

𝑑𝑡(1,1) 0.98 𝑑𝑡(1,2) 0.63 𝑑𝑡(1,3) 0.64 𝑑𝑡(2,1) 0.90 𝑑𝑡(2,2) 0
𝑑𝑡(2,3) 0 𝑑𝑡(3,1) 0 𝑑𝑡(3,2) 0.50 𝑑𝑡(3,3) 0.50

𝑑𝑖(1) 0.50 𝑑𝑖(2) 0.50 𝑑𝑖(3) 0 𝑑𝑖(4) 0.50 𝑑𝑖(5) 0.50
𝑑𝑖(6) 0 𝑑𝑖(7) 1.00 𝑑𝑖(8) 0 𝑑𝑖(9) 0 𝑑𝑖(10) 0.50
𝑑𝑖(11) 0 𝑑𝑖(12) 0.51

Perforation porosity (%)

𝜑𝑡(1,1) 5.00 𝜑𝑡(1,2) 5.00 𝜑𝑡(1,3) 5.00 𝜑𝑡(2,1) 5.00 𝜑𝑡(2,2) 0
𝜑𝑡(2,3) 0 𝜑𝑡(3,1) 0 𝜑𝑡(3,2) 4.22 𝜑𝑡(3,3) 4.22

𝜑𝑖(1) 5.00 𝜑𝑖(2) 5.00 𝜑𝑖(3) 0 𝜑𝑖(4) 0.58 𝜑𝑖(5) 1.47
𝜑𝑖(6) 0 𝜑𝑖(7) 1.28 𝜑𝑖(8) 0 𝜑𝑖(9) 0 𝜑𝑖(10) 5.00
𝜑𝑖(11) 0 𝜑𝑖(12) 5.00

Perforation number

𝑛𝑡(1,1) 13 𝑛𝑡(1,2) 32 𝑛𝑡(1,3) 31 𝑛𝑡(2,1) 16 𝜑𝑡(2,2) 0
𝑛𝑡(2,3) 0 𝑛𝑡(3,1) 0 𝑛𝑡(3,2) 43 𝑛𝑡(3,3) 43

𝑛𝑖(1) 64 𝑛𝑖(2) 64 𝑛𝑖(3) 0 𝑛𝑖(4) 10 𝑛𝑖(5) 24
𝑛𝑖(6) 0 𝑛𝑖(7) 4 𝑛𝑖(8) 0 𝑛𝑖(9) 0 𝑛𝑖(10) 81
𝑛𝑖(11) 0 𝑛𝑖(12) 61

Other geometric parameters

𝐿 50 mm 𝑊 40 mm 𝐷 20 mm 𝜏𝑖 1 mm 𝜏𝑡 2 mm

Appendix D. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsv.2022.117527.
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